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1. INTRODUCTION 
We say a Euclidean set A is semi-closed with respect to a convex preference 
cone r if cl A CA + r. This paper is addressed primarily to showing that 
if each value of a Euclidean-set-valued function F on a u-finite measure space 
is I’ semiclosed, then so is SF, i.e., the set of finite integrals of selections ofF. 
Theorems 3.13 (the main result), 3.2, and 3.8 are statements of this nature. 
They are applied to the existence of optimal functions in Section 4. We also 
show in Section 3 that co SF contains the extreme points of its “r semi- 
boundary.” 
Three categories of hypothses condition the results of Section 3: atomicity 
of the measure, “directions of infinity” in r and co SF, and topology in the 
measure space. (An addendum in proof bypasses the latter.) 
The atomicity condition is either that of the measure being nonatomic 
(whence SF is convex by Lyapunov’s convexity theorem), purely atomic 
(reduces to counting measure on the natural numbers), or no restriction. The 
last case is reduced to the first two by a device of Blackwell’s [4] (see proof of 
Theorem 38(i)). 
We use two conditions on directions of infinity, viz, that (a) I’ be line-free 
and contain the asymptotic cone of cl co SF; or the weaker assumption that 
(b) r + co SF be line-free and r contain the directions of any extreme rays 
of cl co SF. When atoms are permitted, we need the stronger (a); seeTheorems 
3.13(a), 3.2, and 3.8(i) and Examples 3.3 and 3.9. In the nonatomic case, the 
weaker (b) suffices; see Theorems 3.13 (b) and 3.8(ii).In the purely atomic 
case, under (b) we obtain r semi-closedness of co SF, rather than SF; 
see Theorem 3.7. 
The presence of a topological assumption on the measure space called 
Condition (S), Definition 3.10, yields measurable selections. This condition 
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is needed in Theorem 3.13 (see Example 3.10), but is obviated in the purely 
atomic cases, Theorems 3.2 and 3.7. It is also obviated when F is closed- 
valued; see Theorem 3.8. 
Semi-closedness results have been given by Olech [7, 81 and Valadier [ll] 
with closed-valued F, by Wagner and Stone [14] with a half-line as r, and 
by Artstein [l] with an orthant as r, as noted in Remark 3.14. We use some 
methods of [7], [14], and [l] in important ways. In particular, the extreme ray 
condition noted above was motivated by [l]. 
In Section 4, the results of Section 3 are applied to insure existence of 
functions which optimize a separable vector-valued functional with respect 
to a given line-free convex cone, subject to the constraint that the value of 
another such functional lie in a given closed set. Some existence results of 
[14, Sect. 61 are improved, e.g., by easing boundedness conditions on the 
constrained functional and by permitting the objective functional to be vector- 
valued rather than real-valued. An existence result related to the main 
theorem of [l] is also derived. 
Convex analysis preliminaries are given in Section 2, which presents 
fundamental properties of r semi-closedness. Our notion of semi-boundary 
is related to Yu’s [15] notion of “cone extreme” points. The concluding 
part of Section 2 relates r semi-closedness to a generalized notion of semi- 
continuity; the assistance of Mr. David H. Wagner in this part is noted in 
Remark 2.15. Thanks are due to Professor Victor Klee for a useful reference. 
2. CONVEX ANALYSIS PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we give definitions and lemmas concerning semi-closedness 
and other properties of Euclidean space, without mention of set-valued 
functions or measure. 
We denote the set of positive integers by W, the set of real numbers by R, 
Euclidean n-space by Rn, the origin of A” by O”, the usual inner product 
in Rn by x . y, and the Euclidean norm by (1 (I. Suppose A, B C R” and a E A”. 
Then A + B, --A, A + a, etc., refer to the obvious vector set sums, etc. 
We denote the convex hull of A by co A, the closure of A by cl A, and the 
interior of A (Ri” topology) by int A. We say a is an extreme point of A (not 
necessarily convex) if a E A and there exist no b, d E A\(u) and 0 < r < 1 
such that a = rb + (1 - r)d. The set of extreme points of A is denoted 
ext A. We say A is line-free if it does not contain a line. 
Suppose A C R* is convex. The relative interior [9, p. 441 of A is denoted 
ri A. We define a face of A as in [9, p. 1621. By an extreme ray of A we mean 
a face of A which is a half-line. 
Throughout this paper, r is a convex subcone of Rn. Definitions expressed in 
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terms of r and Rn apply in obvious ways to other Euclidean convex cones 
and spaces. That I’ is a cone means ry E r whenever y E I’ and r > 0. We 
denote P = Rn n (6: 6 . y < 0 for y E r}, thepolar cone of r. The dimension 
of r, that of the smallest subspace of R* containing r, is denoted dim r. 
We use the definition of semi-closedness given by Olech [7, g] as lower 
closedness. Suppose A C R”. We say A is I’ semi-closed if cl A C A + I’, i.e., 
a E cl A implies there exists b E A such that a - b E I’. One may think of b 
as being “preferred” to a iff a - b f J’, this preference being a partial ordering. 
We use “semi-closed” rather than “lower closed” as used in [7, 81, both 
because this avoids a preference between maximizing and minimizing and 
because semi-closed sets arise naturally as images under semi-continuous 
mappings (Theorem 2.16 below). 
We define the r semi-boundary of A, in symbols sbdyrA, by 
sbdyrA = Rn n {a: (a - r) n cl A = {a}}, 
unless r = (On} in which case sbdyrA is the boundary of A. 
We say a convex A C Rn is T semi-restricted if whenever L is an extreme 
rayofclA,forsomeaERnandyErwehaveL=(a+ry:r>O}. 
When A C R” is convex and nonempty, we follow [7] in defining the 
asymptotic cone of A (called characteristic cone of A in [lo] and recession 
cone in [9]), in symbols Q(A), to be 
@A) = Rn n {y: a + ry E A whenever a E A and r > O}. 
Note that A n B need not be r semi-closed even though A is rsemi-closed, 
convex, and bounded, B is compact and convex, and r is closed and line-free: 
Let fl = 2, r = {(x, Y): Y 2 I x I>, A = {(x, Y): 2 3 Y > I x I> u {(O, Ok 
and B = [l, 21 x [l, 21. Note also that sbdy,A need not be closed: Let 
n = 2, r = ((0, y): y 3 0}, and A = {(x, 1): x > O> u ((0, 0)}, whence 
sbdy,A = A and (0, 1) E cl A\A. 
In [15], Yu has defined Ext[A 1 r], the set of “r-extreme” points of A, 
to be, in effect, Rn n {a: (a - r) n A = (a}}. In general, neither sbdyrA 
nor Ext[A / r] need contain the other: Let n = 2, 
A = KT Y): Y > I x I>, r = A u ((0, ON, 
B = A u ((1, 111, D = {(x, y): y = 1 x 1 < I}. 
Then (1,1) E Ext[B / cl r]\sbdyel,B and (I, 1) E sbdy,D\Ext[D 1 r]. However, 
if r # (0%) and A is r semi-closed, then sbdy,A = Ext[A I r]. On the one 
hand Ext[A I r] has the merit of being precisely the set of points of A which 
cannot be “bettered” with respect to I’, and on the other hand the r semi- 
boundary concept has the merit of giving rise to Lemmas 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11 
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below, which pertain to the existence of such optimal points (see Section 4). 
Reference [15] is concerned primarily with methods of locating Ext[A 1 r]. 
It has numerous instructive examples of sets and methods. 
Suppose r = {0+-l} X { X: x < O}. For this r, Ext[A 1 r] has been termed 
“upper boundary” of A by Artstein [l] (for convex A), while sbdy,A has 
independently been given the same term by Wagner and Stone [14]. Also 
semi-closedness for this r is called “upper closedness” in [14]. 
The first two lemmas state without proof some fundamental properties of 
the above definitions. Figure 11 of [lo, p. 1061 illustrates the relevance of 
Lemma 2.2 (iv) and (v). 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose A C R”. We have: 
(i) P is closed, P = (cl r)p, and P* = ~1 r[9, Theorem 14.11; 
(ii) if r’ is a convex subcone of Rn, then [co(r v F)]” = P n P, 
and if also I” C r, then P C P and sbdy,A C sbdyr,A; 
(iii) r is line-free ~2’ cl r n (-cl r) = (0”) $f P generates R” [9, 
Theorem 14.61 iff int(P) # s iff int(P) generates R”; 
(iv) ;f I’ = {On), then A is r semi-closed iff A is closed; 
(v) if A is r semi-closed, then sbdy,A C A. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose A and B are nonempty convex subsets of Rn. We have: 
(i) 02(A) = RRnn(y: A+yCA}; 
(ii) G!(A) is a convex cone; 
(iii) if A is bounded, then @(A) = (0”); 
(iv) if a(A) = (0”) and A is closed, then A is bounded [9, Theorem 8.4 
(v) if A C B, then U(A) C CZ(cl B) [9, Theorem 8.31; 
(vi) @cl A) C a(cl(A + B)); 
(vii) if A is closed, then so is @(A), and, Zetting 
11; 
A = R” n {y: sup{y * a : a E A} < co}, 
02(A) = dp [9, Corollary 14.2.11, so QZ(A)p = cld [Lemma 2.1(i) above] 
and ri[G!(A)p] = ri d [9, Theorem 6.31; 
(viii) A is line-free z# cl A is line-free ilf OL(cl A) is line-free; 
(ix) r + A is line-free iff r + fl(cl A) is line-free zj7 r v 6Y(cl A) is 
line-free isf r and A are line-free and (-cl r) n O!(cl A) = {On). 
1 This means cl r is proper in the terminology of [6, 7, 81, i.e., pointed in the 
terminology of [lo]. 
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LEMMA 2.3. If A C R” is convex, then ext sbdy,A C ext cl A. 
Proof. Denying the conclusion, choose a E ext sbdy,A, 0 < Y < 1, 
a’ E cl A\sbdy,A, and a” E cl A such that a = ra’ + (1 - ~)a”. Pick b E cl A 
such that a’ - b E r and b # a’. Let c = rb + (1 - r)u”. Then c E cl A, 
c # a, and a - c E r, contrary to a E sbdy,A. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose A = (a, , u2 ,... } C R”, B = {b, , b, ,... } C R”, 
lim,&ai + bi) = c E R”, and co(A + B) is line-free. Then A and B are 
bounded. 
Proof. Suppose A is unbounded. Then for some subsequence, for 
simplicity say the original sequence, limiqm /I ai // = CO. Since {ui/il ui lI:i E W} 
is bounded and limi,,(ui + &)/II ui 11 = On, for some subsequences, and 
again we take them to be the original sequences, 
Let y be this limit, A = cl co A, and B = cl co B. Then forj E w and r > 0, 
since 0 < Y/II ai I/ < 1 for all but finitely many i E W, we have aj + my E A 
and b, + r( -y) E 8. (A similar argument is in [IO, (3.5.1)].) Thus, for Y 3 0, 
c + ry = lp([u* + 2rrl + [b, + r(-Y)]) E c&J + Q, 
c 4 r(-y) = !ii([Ui + VI + pi + 2r(--r)l) 6 c&J + Al. 
By [IO, (3.2.24)], cl@ + B] = cl(co A + co B) = cl co(A + I?). Thus 
cl co(A + B) contains a line, hence so does co(A + B) (Lemma 2.2 (viii)), in 
contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose A, B C Rn, A and B are rsemi-closed, and co(A + B) 
is line-free. Then A + B is r semi-closed. 
Proof. Suppose c E cl(A + B). For i = 1, 2,..., choose a, E A and bi E B 
such that ai + bi -+ c. By Lemma 2.4, {al, a2 ,...) and A, b, ,,.. } are bounded; 
let them have a and b as respective limit points and choose a’ E A and b’ E B 
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such that a - a’, b - b’ E r. Then a + b = c, Q’ + b’ E A + B, and 
c -(a’ + b’)EF. 1 
EXAMPLE 2.6. We may not delete the requirement that co(A + B) be 
line-free in Lemma 2.5: Let n = 2, ui = (i, l/i) and bi = (-i, l/i) for i E w, 
A = {ui : i E w}, B = {b, : i E w}, and r = ((0, y) : y >, O}. Then 
sbdy,(A + B) = ((x, 0): x is an integer} and (A + B) n sbdy,(A + B) = m . 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose A is a face of I’, 0” # 6 E riA, 6’ E P\A, and A’ is 
the smallest face of P containing A u {S’}. Then 6 + 6’ E rid’. 
Proof. Suppose 6 + S’ # rid’. Since A’ is a convex cone there exists 
a E R” such that a * (6 + S’) = 0, a * y < 0 for y E A’, and letting H = 
Rn n {a : a . z = 0}, we have H n A’ is a proper face of A’ and therefore 
of r. Since then a . 6 < 0 and a . 6’ < 0, we have a .S = a * 6’ = 0, 
i.e., 6, 6’ E H n A’. By [9, Theorem 18.11, A C H n A’. Hence, H n A’3 
A u (S’}, contrary to the definition of A’. 1 
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose a E Rn, A C Rn, and (-cl r) n 0Z(cl co A) = (0”). 
Then (a - P) n cl A is bounded. 
Proof. Denying the conclusion, for some y E Rn\{On} and 6 E r, 
{a-S+rry:r>O}Cclco[(a-~)~c~A]C(U-~~.Z’)~C~COA, 
whence y E fl(cl co A) and y E -cl r, contrary to hypothesis. m 
LEMMA 2.9. Suppose A C Rn, P is line-free, a E cl A, (a - P) n cl A is 
bounded, and I’ # (0”). Then there exists b E sbdyrA such that a - b E IT 
Proof. We first prove the lemma assuming r is closed. Let Q = 
(u - r) n cl A. Then Q is compact. By Lemma 2.l(iii), int(P) # ia. 
Hence we may take 6 such that 6 3 /3 < 0 for On # /3 E r. We choose b E Q 
suchthatS*b=max{S.d:dEQ}.Wehaveu-bbE. 
Supposeb’~clA,b#b’,andb-b’~r.Thena-b’~r,sob’~Qand 
S * b > 6 . b’ (d e m ion of b), contrary to 6 * (b - b’) < 0 (choice of S). fi ‘t’ 
Thus b E sbdy,A, Hence the lemma holds if r is closed. (This much largely 
follows an argument of Olech [7].) 
We no longer assume r is closed. If dim r = 1, the lemma holds since 
then r is closed. Suppose dim r > 1 and the lemma holds for smaller 
positive values of dim I’. It may be assumed that a $ sbdy,A, so (a - cl A) n 
r f {on). 
We choose a face A of r and a’ E cl A such that a - a’ E rid and such that 
subject to these conditions A has maximum dimension. Then A f (0%). 
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If d = r, take c E sbdycl,A such that a’ - c E cl r. Then by [9, Theorem 
6.11, a - c = (a - a’) + (a’ - c) E rz’ cl r C F, and since sbdycl,A C 
sbdyrA by Lemma 2.l(ii), the conclusion hoids. Hence we assume d # r. 
Then by the inductive hypothesis, we may take c’ E sbdydA such that 
a’-C’EACr. 
Suppose c’ # cN E (c’ - r) n cl A, Since c’ E sbdy,A, c’ - cn $ A. Now 
a - c’ = (a - a’) + (a’ - c’) E ri A. By Lemma 2.7, a - c” = (u - c’) + 
(c’ - c”) E ri A’ where A’ is the smallest face of I’ containing A u (c’ - c”>. 
Clearly dim A’ > dim A, contrary to the choice of A. Hence, C’ E sbdy,A 
and a - c’ E r. 1 
LEMMA 2.10. Suppose A C Rn, ris line-free, and (-cl r) n G!(cl co A) = 
{On). Then A is r semi-closed a$ sbdy,A C A. 
Proof. The “only if” part follows from Lemma 2.1(v). If r = {OTL}, the 
“if” part is well known. If r # {On}, sbdy,A CA, and a E cl A, we apply 
Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 to find b E sbdy,A CA such that a - b E r. l 
LEMMA 2.11. Suppose A C Rn is convex and T semi-restricted, r + A 
is line-free, and ext sbdy,A C A. Then A is P semi-closed. 
Proof. Suppose a E sbdyrA. By Lemma 2.2(viii), cl A is line-free. 
Hence by [9, Theorem 18.51, there exist rl ,..., rm > 0, b, ,..., b, E ext cl A, 
and y1 ,..., ym E Rn such that a = Cal r& + yi), XL1 ri = 1, and for 
i = I,..., m, ‘yi = 0” or (bi + ryi : Y 2 01 is an extreme ray of cl A. Hence 
for i = I,..., m, since A is r semi-restricted, yi E r, so since a E sbdy,A, 
we have yi = On. 
If for some i, bi 4 sbdy,A, then I’ # (0”) and we may pick c E cl A such 
that c#bi and bi--cErand let ci =u+r,(c-bi); then 8~cIAsince 
cl A is convex, and a - ci = ri(bi - c) E r\{On}, contrary to a E sbdy,A. 
Therefore, for z = l,..., m, 6, E sbdy,A, hence bi E ext sbdy,A, so bi E: A. 
Thus a E A. Hence sbdyfA C A. By Lemmas 2.10 and 2.2(ix), A is r 
semi-closed. 1 
Remark 2.12. Lemma 2.11 for the case r = @(cl A) (whence r is closed 
and A is rsemi-restricted) is in effect contained in the proof of [7, Theorem71. 
Parts of our argument are in [I, Sect, 43 and [14, Lemma 6.8(ii)]. 
The remainder of Section 2 is used in Section 4 but not in Section 3. 
LEMMA 2.13. If z E R*, m # A CR*, (z a: a E A) is bounded, and 
6 E @(cl co A), then z . 8 = 0. 
PYOO~. Choose b E cl co A and r E [0, co) such that j z . a 1 < r for a G A. 
Then b+iSEclcoA and Jz*[b+iS]J <r for iEw, so 2.6 =O. 1 
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LEMMA 2.14. Suppose R” = Rk x R”, .TT(U, v) = v for (u, v) E Rn, 
A C Rn is convex, A # .@, A is a line-free convex subcone of R”, and QZ(cl A) C 
{Ok} x A. Then G!(cl r(A)) C cl A. 
Proof. Denote the Rm polar of a subcone A,, of Rm by Agm. Let A’ be the 
R” interior of Apw. 
Suppose 6 E A‘. Let U be an Rm neighborhood of S with UC A’. Clearly 
R” x UC ({Ok] x A)*, so (Ok, 6) E int[((Ok} x A)p]. Hence by Lemmas 2.l(ii) 
and 2.2(vii), 
(Ok, S) E int[@cl A)p] C R” n {‘y: sup{y . a : a E cl A} < co). 
It follows that sup{6 * v : v E n(c1 A)} < co, so sup{6 . v : v E cl r(A)} < co, 
whence 8 E G!(cl .rr(A))pm. W e h ave shown A’ C @cl z-(A))P~. Thus by Lemma 
2.1(i) (ii), 
@cl r(A)) = @(cl p(A))“m”m C A’9m = AgmQm = cl A. 1 
Remark 2.15. We conclude this section with a theorem which shows a 
natural way in which semi-closed sets may arise. Example 2.17 and the proof 
of Theorem 2.16 are due to Mr. David H. Wagner (personal communication). 
If f maps a topological space into Rn and r is closed, we say f is r semi- 
continuous if f -l(A - r) is closed whenever A C Rn and A - r is closed. 
We say f is weakly r semi-continuous if f -‘(a - IJ is closed for each a E Rn. 
Both of these definitions generalize the ordinary notion of semi-continuity, 
wherein n = 1 and r is the nonnegative or nonpositive half-line, and the 
first reduces to continuity when r = {On}. 
THEOREM 2.16. Suppose K is a compact space, f : K -+ R”, r is closed, 
and either (a) f is r semi-continuous OY (b) int r # o and f is weakly r semi- 
continuous. Then f (K) is r semi-closed. 
Proof. Suppose a E elf(K) and f(K) CT (a - r) = (zi, i.e., f(K) is not 
r semi-closed. For A CR” and b E Rn let d(b, A) = inf{jl b - b’ (1 : b’ E A}. 
Since a - r is closed, d(b, a - r) > 0 for b E f (K). 
Suppose (a) holds. Let B, = Rn n {z: (1 z - a 11 < Y} for Y >, 0. Then for 
b Ed and 0 < Y < d(b, a - r), we have d(b, B, - r) >, d(b, a - r) - 
r > 0. Since also f is I’ semi-continuous, {K\f-l(B, - r): r > 0} is a nested 
open covering of K. Since K is compact, there exists r, > 0 such that 
f-l(BrO - J’) = o. Hence BY0 nf(K) = m contrary to a E cl f(K). This 
proves the theorem under (a). 
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Suppose (b) holds and let y E int r. Then 
b (.$ a+ d@JP a - r) 
2llYII 
Y--r for b Ef(K). 
Thus, {Klf-‘(a + ry - r): Y > O> is a nested open covering of K. Hence 
there exists rr > 0 such thatf(K) C R*\(a + rly - r). But u E int(a + fry--r) 
so again we contradict a E elf(K). 1 
EXAMPLE 2.17. The condition that int r # EY may not be omitted 
from (b) of Theorem 2.16: Let n = 2 and I’ = ((0, /?): /3 2 0} (whence 
int r = 0). Let K = {(x, y): x2 + y2 < l} and for (x, y) E K let f(x, y) = 
(x, y) if x < 0 and f(~, y) = (X + 1, y) if x > 0. Then f is weakly r semi- 
continuous, but (1,0) E df(K) and [(l, 0) -r] nf(K) = la, so f(K) is 
not r semi-closed. 
Remark 2.18. The proof of Theorem 2.16 suggests the following 
definition: A C Rn is r semi-compact if every covering of A by open sets of 
the form R”\(C - r) with C C Rn has a finite subcovering. Reference [13] 
relates this property to r semi-closedness of A and I’ semi-boundedness of A, 
the latter meaning that .Q(cl co A) C r. 
3. SEMI-CLOSEDNESS OF SF 
We now develop our results on r semi-closedness of SF (Theorems 3.13, 
3.2, and 3.8) and of co SF (Theorem 3.7), as outlined in Section 1. 
Additional results have co SF containing the extreme points of its r semi- 
boundary (Theorems 3.12 and 3.7(i)). 
We fix T as a nonempty set and p as an outer measure (as defined in [5]) 
over T. We assume p is a-finite. Measurability and integrability always 
refer top, and we abbreviate Jr f(t) dpt by If. Subsets of T having measure 
zero are ignored, e.g., “for t E T” means “for a.e. t E T.” We say that 
S C T is an atom of p if p(S) > 0 and S is measurable and not a union of 
disjoint measurable sets having positive measure. We say p is nonatomic if it 
has no atoms and purely atomic if T is a union of atoms (countably many 
since p is u-finite). 
We further fix a set-valued function F on T: for t E T, @ #F(t) CR”. 
A selection ofF is a function f on T such that f (t) E F(t) for t E T. We define 9 
as the set offinitely integrable selections ofF (in [14], 9 contains all integrable 
selections of F). Following [2], we denote 
jF= ljf:f is a finitely integrable selection of F , 
graph F = {(t, z): t E T and z E F(t)}. 
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We assume SF # D and denote Q?(cl co SF) by r, . Thus r, is a closed 
convex cone and co j’F is line-free iff r, is line-free (Lemma 2.2 (viii)). 
Equivalent versions of the condition “I’ + co SF is line-free” appearing 
below are given in Lemma 2.2(ix). 
When p is purely atomic, integration is discrete summation-our main 
result in this case, Theorem 3.2, holds for summation defined as a limit of 
partial sums as well as for the Lebesgue integration definition of summation 
under which it is given. (In the proof, the role of s 1 y . f ( is instead played 
by SupK& Y .f(t)l : k E G> 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose q : T 4 r is jinitely integrable. Then s q E l7 
Proof. If T is finite, J q is a finite sum of members of r (since l’ is a cone), 
hence J q E I’ (since r is a convex cone). When T is not finite, we apply this 
and again the definition of the Lebesgue integral, to obtain s q E cl r. 
When dim r < I, cl r = r so the lemma holds. Suppose dim r > 1, 
the lemma holds for smaller values of dim I’, and J q $ r. Then since r is a 
convex cone it has a bounding hyperplane H through the origin such that 
jq E H and dim(H n cl r) < dim r. Take a E Z?“\{O’“} such that H = 
Pn(z:a~z=O}, a*jq=O, and a*y<O for YET. For tET, since 
q(t) E I’, a . q(t) < 0. Since also s(a . q) = 0, for t E T, a . q(t) = 0 so 
q(t) E I’ n H. By the induction hypothesis, j q E r n H, contrary to j q $ r. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose TV is purely atomic, r is line-free and l’1 rF . 
Then if for t E T, F(t) is r semi-closed, so is SF. 
Proof. We may assume that T is countable and p((t}) = 1 for t E T. Then 
any function on T into Rn is measurable. 
Suppose c E cl SF. Choose h, , h, ,... E g such that J hj -+ c. Since I’ is 
line-free, so is r, , hence so is co SF. For t E T let ai = hi(t) and bi = Jr,ct) hi 
(whence ai + bi = s hi) for i E w, and let A = (a,, a2 ,... } and B = {b,, 6, ,... >; 
then A + B C SF, so co(A + B) is line-free and by Lemma 2.4, A is 
bounded. Choose a subsequence (he, , hea ,... ) which converges pointwise, to 
h by definition. For t E T, since h(t) E clF(t), we may choose g(t) EF(t) 
such that h(t) -g(t) E r, whence y . h(t) < y . g(t) for y E r*. 
Suppose y E int(p,p). For t E T, let my(t) = sup{“/ . z : z EF(t)j. By 
Lemma 2.2(vii) (with A = cl co J-F), Y = sup{7 . z : z E SF} < co, hence 
my(t) < co for t E T. Pick f E 9. Then m, >, y . f, so m, is integrable and 
Sm,, > --co. Also, Sm, < co. Otherwise, we could obtain a finite set 
P C T and q(t) E F(t) for t E P such that r + l ( y . f 1 < sp(y . q) <, lp m, ; 
then definingp(t) = q(t) for t E P andp(t) = f (t) for t E T\P, we would have 
p E 9 and y * Jp > r, contrary to the definition of r. Hence, 1 J m,, j < 00. 
4w/55/3-7 
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For y E int(r,n), by Fatou’s lemma applied to (m,, -y . ha,, m, - y . I&, ,...), 
For y E int(r’), y E int(.&p) by Lemma 2. I(ii) so y . c < s(r . h) < J‘(r . g) < 
J” WZ, < CD, whence y . h and y . g are finitely integrable. By Lemma 2.l(iii), 
int(rP) generates R”, so h and g are finitely integrable, i.e., g E %. From 
Lemma3.1,Jh -Jg =J(h-g)Er.Sincey.(c-JSh)<OforyEint(r,V) 
and rr is closed, we have c - l h E [int(I’F”)]l’ = I’Fp = rF by Lemma 2.1(i). 
Hence c - jg E r, so SF is I’ semi-closed. 1 
EXAMPLE 3.3. The condition “r 3 rF” may not be replaced by 
‘y--cl r) n r, = {oy in Theorem 3.2 (or in (a) of Theorem 3.13 below): 
Let n, I’, A, and B be as in Example 2.6, T = (0, I}, p({O}) = p((Ij) = 1, 
F(0) = il, andF(1) = B, whence SF = A $-- B and r, = R x (0). 
LEMMA 3.4 (due to Olech et al. [7]). If 6 E ext cl co SF, then there exist 
fi,fi,...E.Fandf: T+Rnsuchthath(t)+f(t)fortETandSf =b. 
Remark 3.5. The important Lemma 3.4 appears to have been first given 
in essentially this form by Olech [7, 81. F or an easier proof see Artstein [I]. 
There have been antecedents, notably Blackwell’s [4, Theorem 41, where 
F has a constant compact value. 
LEMMA 3.6. If g is a measurable selection of F, co SF is line-free, y E 
int(r$‘), and y * g is integrable, then J(y . g) < co. 
Proof. Since p is o-finite we may partition T into measurable sets Q, 
Pl ) P2 )... such that y *g(t) < 0 for t EQ and for iEw, y *g(t) 3 0 for 
t E Pi and II Jp, g II < 03, whence JiL (y . g) = y . ji, g. Suppose J(r *g)=co. 
Then 
By Lemma 2.l(vii), r = sup{‘/ . sf : f E %“I> < co. Take h E 9. Pick k E w 
such that 
Let i(t) = g(t) for t E u$r Pi and j(t) = h(t) for t E T\UF=, Pi, Then 
$ E 9 and r < y . Jg < co, in contradiction. fl 
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THEOREM 3.7. Suppose p is purely atomic, r + co J-F is line-free, and 
F(t) is r semi-closed for t E T. Then 
(i) ext sbdy, co SF C SF; 
(ii) if co s F is r semi-restricted, then it is r semi-closed. 
Proof. We may assume T is countable and p({t}) = 1 for t E T. 
First we prove (i). Let c E ext sbdy, co SF. Noting Lemma 2.3, we may 
apply Lemma 3.4 to obtain fi , fi ,... and f as given there. For t E T, let 
Fe(t) ==F(t) n (f(t) - r), w h ence F,(t) # o since f(t) E clF(t) and F(t) is 
r semi-closed. Let g be a selection of F. . Of course, g is measurable. 
Let A = cl co[r u r,]. Then AP = D n rFp and A is line-free (Lemmas 
2.l(ii) and 2.2(ix)). 
Suppose y E int(A”). Since f (t) - g(t) E I’ for t E T, we have y . g > y . f, 
so y . g is integrable and J(JJ . g) > --co. Also, by Lemma 3.6, s(r . g) < co. 
Since int(A*) generates Rn by Lemma 2.l(iii), and for y E int(An), y . g is 
finitely integrable, so is g, i.e., g E g. Hence by Lemma 3.1, j(f -g) E r, 
i.e., b - Jg E r. But b E sbdy, co SF, sob = Jg, thus b E SF. This proves(i). 
To prove (ii), we apply (i) and Lemma 2.11. 1 
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose F(t) is closedfor t E T. Then 
(i) if co SF is line-free, then SF is rF semi-closed; 
(ii) if p is nonatomic, r + JF is line-free, and fF is l’ semi-restricted, 
then SF is r semi-closed. 
Proof. Under the hypothesis of (ii), J F IS convex by Lyapunov’s convexity 
theorem [14, Theorem 3.11, and the conclusion follows from Lemmas 2.3, 
3.4, and 2.11 (when r = rF, this much is due to Olech [7]). 
Suppose co SF is line-free. Following [4], partition T into measurable 
sets Tr and T2 with p purely atomic on TI and nonatomic on Tz . We may 
assume ST1 F # M # JTZF. Then SF = ST1 F + JTZ F, and rF contains 
0Qcl co STIF) and @(cl JT2F) by Lemma 2.2(vi). Hence Jr, F is rF semi- 
restricted, so Jr, F is rF semi-closed by (ii). Also, ST1 F is rF semi-closed by 
Theorem 3.2. Now (i) follows from Lemma 2.5. 1 
EXAMPLE 3.9. It is interesting that atomicity of p makes a difference in 
the allowed “directions of infinity” of co JF for the semi-closedness con- 
clusions of this section to hold. An example of Aumann and Perles [3, p. 4881 
or [l, p. 4051 shows that we may not delete the hypothesis “J F is I’ semi- 
restricted” in Theorem 3.8(ii) or in (b) of Theorem 3.13 below. The following 
example, adapted from [14, Remark 6.141, shows that we also may not 
substitute “co SF is r semi-restricted and cl r3 rF” for the hypothesis 
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“F3 rF” in Theorem 3.2 or in (a) of Theorem 3.13, nor may we conclude 
in Theorem 3.7(ii) that SF (rather than co SF) is I’ semi-closed. 
Let n = 3, r = ((0, y, z): y > 0 and z > 0) u (031, T = w u (O}, and 
p({t)) = I for t E T. Let 
F(t) -= {(O,O, 0), (3 * 4-t, 0, 0), (41-t, 1 - 2+, 0)) for t E w, 
F(0) = {[2K, 4k2, 0): K is an integer), 
I 
(3 f 4-t, 0,O) if m > t E w 
&(t) = (41-t, 1 - 2-t, 0) 
l 
if m = t 
(0, 0, 0) if m<tsw or t-0, formEwU(c0~. 
Similarto [14],fory~R,(l,y, O)~~,Fiffforsomern~w~{~~},(l,y,O) = 
sfn,, which also requires y = 1 - 2-“. Whereas cl co $,F has extreme rays 
(of direction (0, 1, 0)), cl co Jr F d oes not. Further details are left to the reader. 
EXAMPLE 3.10. Unless other changes are made, we cannot weaken the 
hypothesis in Theorem 3.8 from F(t) being closed to&t) being r semi-closed 
for t E T. This is shown by the following example, in the spirit of [ 14, Remark 
6.111. Let T = [0, I], p be Lebesgue measure on T, and ,u* and p* be, 
respectively, outer and inner Lebesgue measure on T. Take DC T such 
that p*(D) = 1 and p*(D) = 0 (whence D and T\D are nonmeasurable). 
Let n = 2, and B = {(x, y): y > / x I}. Define F(t) = B u ((0, -I)} for 
t E D and F(t) = B u ((0, -2)j for t E T\D. Then SF = B, and r, is 
cl B, a line-free convex cone. Clearly, F(t) is rF semi-closed (and not closed) 
for t E T, but SF is not r, semi-closed. 
This difficulty is overcome by adding Condition (S), defined next. 
DEFINITION 3.11. We now need a topology on T for the first time. A 
Polish space is a homeomorph of a complete separable metric space. A 
Suslin subset of a Polish space is a continuous image of a Polish space (equiva- 
lently, of a Bore1 subset of a Polish space). Following [12] we say that: 
Condition (S) holds if T is a Polish space, p is Bore1 regular 
[5, Sect. 2.2.31, andgraph F is a Suslin subset of T x R”. 
THEOREM 3.12. Suppose Condition (S) holds, r + co SF is line-free, and 
F(t) is r semi-closed for t E T. Then ext sbdy co SF C SF. 
Proof. One follows the proof of Theorem 3.7(i) with this change: To 
obtain a measurable selection g of F,, , we apply the von Neumann selection 
theorem [14, Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.21. For this purpose we note that 
the measurable functionsf, , fi ,..., and f may be considered Bore1 functions, 
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since under Condition (S) they are a.e., equal to such in consequence of 
Lusin’s theorem [5, Sect. 2.2.61. Hence graphF,, is a Suslin set, being equal to 
graph F n {(t, z): f(t) - z E I’}. 1 
THEOREM 3.13. Suppose Condition (5’) holds, F(t) is r semi-closed fop 
t E T, and either 
(a) r 3 rF and r is line-free, or 
(b) TV is nonatomic, r + fF is line-free, and SF is r semi-restricted. 
Then SF is r semi-closed. 
Proof. Under (b) we apply Theorem 3.12 and Lemma 2.11. Under (a) we 
follow the proof of Theorem 3.8(i) with obvious changes. 1 
Remark 3.14. The conclusion that SF is rsemi-closed, has been obtained 
under more restrictive hypotheses by Olech [7, Theorem 71 (see proof of 
Theorem 3.8(ii)), Valadier [ll, Theo&me 51, and Wagner and Stone [14, 
Sect. 61. Artstein [l, Theorem 11, has a related result. In [7, 8, 1 l] F is closed- 
valued. Stronger assumptions, e.g., that F is convex-valued, are made in [l 1] 
than in [7, 81, except that atoms of p are permitted. In [14], r is a half-line 
and the projection of SF into the subspace orthogonal to I’ is bounded; 
Theorems 3.2, 3.8(ii) and 3.12 respectively generalize Theorems 6.3(ii), 6.9, 
and 6.13(ii) of [ 141. In [ 11, r is an orthant and p is nonatomic; although r 
semi-closedness of SF is not stated directly, it is not hard to recast the 
treatment into this form. More comparisons with [14] and [l] are given in 
Section 4. 
4. EXISTENCE OF EXTREMA 
Finally, we apply results of Sections 3 and 2 to proving existence of 
extrema of separable functionals. With r regarded as a preference cone, 
optimal functions are those whose integrals cannot be bettered with respect 
to r. When I’ is a Cartesian product, this may be regarded as a constrained 
extremal concept. These thoughts appear more precisely below. In particular, 
we extend some results of [14] and obtain a result related to the main theorem 
of [l]. The usefulness in control theory (via separable functionals) of semi- 
closedness of SF has been discussed in [7, 81. 
The first theorem is an easy consequence of Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose r is line-free, SF is r semi-closed, f0 E S, and 
(-cl r) n 0!(cl co SF) = (On}. Then there etistsf * ~9 such that Jfo - Jf * E r 
andwhenevergE9andJf* -JgErwehaveJf* = Jg. 
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Proof. Applying Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9, we obtain b E sbdy,JF such that 
sfo - b E I’. Since SF is P semi-closed, there exists f * E 9 such that 
b - sf* E P. Clearly f * has the desired properties. 1 
To generalize the linear functional form of Theorem 4.1 to nonlinearity 
and incorporate constraints on the extrema, we introduce more fixed structure. 
Somewhat as in [14], let Rn = Rk x Rm, Y be a set-valued function on T 
(with arbitrary sets as values), c: graph Y--f Rk, e: graph Y -+ Rm, F(t) = 
{(c(t, y), e(t, y)): y E Y(t)> for t E T, @ be the set of selections 4 of Y such 
that c( ., q( .)) and e( ., Q( .)) arefinitely integrable (i.e., (c( ‘, q(e)), e( ., q(a))) E g), 
and C(g) = fr c(t, q(t)) dpt and E(p) = J”r e(t, q(t)) dpt for 4 E @. Thus C and 
E are separable functionals, both vector-valued; we think of them as cost and 
effectiveness respectively. We denote the range of a function D by rng D. 
Note that rng(C, E) = SF. 
Let I’ = Q x II with Q C R” and fl C R”. For (x, y) E R”, let p(x, y) = 
xER*andn(x,y) =yeR”. 
Fixing NC Rk and q,, E Cp with C(q,,) EN, we shall say that q* E @ is 
optimal if C(q*) E N, E(q,) - E(q*) E fl, and for q E @, 
[C(q) E N and E(q*) - E(q) E /.t] implies E(q) = E(q*). 
In other words, q* is optimal if its cost is in the constraint set N, its effective- 
ness equals or is preferred with respect to /II to that of q,, , and its effectiveness 
cannot be bettered by a function whose cost is in N. We also define the non- 
empty set 
P = {(C(qf, E(q)): C(q) E N and EkJ - E(q) E 4 
Our remaining results in this section derive from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose (a) A is line-free, (b) D and N are closed, (c) 
N - Q = N, (d) (-cl A) n GZ(cl co r(P)) = (Om}, (e) p(P) is bounded, and 
(f) rng(C, E) (= SF) is r semi-closed. Then there exists an optimal q* E bi. 
Proof. By (a), (d), and Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 ,we may take b E sbdy,q(P) 
such that E(q,,) - b E fl. We choose q1 , qz ,... E @ such that (C(q,), E(q,)) E P 
for i E w and E(q,) -+ b. By (e), {C(q,), C(q,),...) has a limit point w. Then 
(w, b) E cl rng(C, E). From (f), there exists q* E @ such that w - C(q*) ED 
and b - E(q*) EA. 
By (b), w EN, so by (c), C(q*) E w - QC N. Also E(q,,) - E(q*) = 
[E(q,,) - b] + [b - E(q*)] E A. Hence (C(q*), E(q*)) E P, so E(q*) E r(P). 
Since b E sbdyAv(P) and b - E(q*) ~/l it follows that b = E(q*). Similarly, 
if C(q) EN and E(q*) - E(q) EA it follows that b = E(q*) = E(q). Hence 
q* is optimal. 1 
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THEOREM 4.3. Suppose A is line-free, Q = {OJz}, N is closed, rng(C, E) 
is P semi-closed, and CY(c1 co P) C F. Then there exists an optimal q* E @. 
Proof. We verify the hypotheses of Lemma 4.2. Hypotheses (a), (f), (b), 
and (c) are obvious. From Lemma 2.14, @cl co n(P)) C cl fl, whence (d) 
follows from (a) and Lemma 2.l(iii). 
Suppose p(P) is unbounded. Then P is unbounded, so there exists (01, /3) E 
cpl(c1 co P)\{O@}. Then (01, /3) E r, so 01 = 0” and 0”” # p E /l. Also (Ok, 8) * 
(C(q), E(q)) = B . E(q) whenever (C(q), E(q)) E P. Now +‘> C P%J - 4 
so r(P) is bounded, by (d) and Lemma 2.8. Hence (Ok, /I) . (IX’, /3’) = 0 for 
(CL’, /3’) E GZ(cl co P), by Lemma 2.13. But this implies /3 * /3 = 0 which is 
impossible. Hence (e) of Lemma 4.2 holds also. m 
Theorem 4.3 specializes to the following generalization of [ 14, Lemma 6.11. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose m = 1, I’ = (ON-l} x (y : y ,< 0}, rng(C, E) 
is F semi-closed (i.e., in the terminology of [14], rng(C, E) is upper closed), 
QZ(cl co rng(C, E)) C F, and N is closed. (Recall IV # i~( .) Then there exists 
q* E 6, such that C(q*) EN and 
E(q*) = max(E(q): C(q) EN}. 
The assumption that Sz = {Ok} is not as restrictive as it may seem. For 
example, if k = m = 1 and SF = {(x, y): y < -x2}, then @(SF) = (0} x 
(y: y < 0} even though SF is unbounded in each coordinate. This indicates 
the area of improvement in Corollary 4.4 over [14, Lemma 6.11. 
We now apply Lemma 4.2 in a different vein. 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose F is line-free, Q is closed, N = a - Sz for some 
a E R”, rng(C, E) is P semi-closed, and P is bounded. Then there exists an 
optimal q* E @. 
Proof. Verification of the hypotheses of Lemma 4.2 is straightforward. 1 
For the following corollary, vector inequalities are interpreted 
componentwise. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose m = 1, A = {y: y < 01, Q is the nonnegative 
orthant of R”-l, TV is nonatomic, C(q) 3 0 for q E 0, a E: Rk, there exists q E @ 
such that C(q) < a, rng(C, E) is P semi-closed, and 
s-q@(q): C(q) < a> < 00. (1) 
Then there exists q* E @for which C(q*) < a and 
E(q*) = m=@(q): C(q) < a>. 
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Proof. Let N = a - Q and q0 = 4. Since rng CC Sz, N n rng C is 
bounded. Since p is nonatomic, rng(C, E) is convex. From these facts and (I), 
it is easy to show that P is bounded. Now the corollary follows from Theorem 
4.5. 1 
Let us note some means of satisfying various hypotheses in this section. 
The key requirement is that rng(C, E) (= SF) be r semi-closed, which may 
be achieved via Theorems 3.2, 3.8( ii ), or 3.13. In 3.2 and 3.13 we need, for 
t E T, F(t) to be r semi-closed; when I’ is closed, Y(t) is a compact space, 
and (c(t, .), e(t, .)) is r semi-continuous, this follows from Theorem 2.16. 
Condition (S) of Theorem 3.13 is satisfied if, for instance, T and graph Y are 
Bore1 subsets of Euclidean spaces, c and e are Bore1 functions, and p is 
Lebesgue measure; this would also yield a measurable optimal q*. 
Corollary 4.6 may be combined with Theorems 3.13(b) and 2.16(b) to 
form a corollary resembling Artstein’s [l, Theorem 11. Our concept of I’ 
semi-restrictedness was inspired by the condition in [l] that [rng(C, E) + r]\ 
boundary (Q x R) (there C) not have in its “upper boundary” a ray which 
is strictly increasing in the nth coordinate. Our corollary would moreover not 
permit such a ray in boundary(Q x R) andwould thus beweaker in this respect. 
To refine our semi-restrictedness concept to yield precisely the corresponding 
condition of [l] appears to require a Cartesian decomposition of I’ in Sections 
2 and 3. We prefer to present that theory in its present form. 
Note added in proof. The topological assumption on T, in fact condition (S) as 
a whole, appearing in 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13, may be bypassed by using more recent 
measurable selection results as follows. Fix A and g as the respective o-algebras of 
measurable subsets of T and Bore1 subsets of R”. Denote by X @ 9Y the o-algebra 
of subsets of T @ RR” generated by {A @ B: A E d and B E a}. Then the assumption 
in 3.12 and 3.13 that condition (S) holds may be replaced by the assumption that 
graph F E & @ .%. Instead of applying von Neumann’s selection theorem, one applies 
its generalization [1.5, Theorem 5.101, due to successive work of Aumann, Sainte- 
Beuve, and Leese. (One also needs graph( f - r) E d 0 a, by e.g., [15, Theoreml2.11 
due to Hoffman-Jorgensen.) The assumption that graph FE d 0 a may be further 
weakened to the assumption that F is of Suslin type as defined by Leese (see [IS, 
Section 61). More particularly we may revert to assuming that T is topologized, with 
T being Hausdorfl’, open sets of T being measurable, and graph F being a continuous 
image of a Polish space (e.g., a Bore1 or even Suslin subset of Rk). 
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